
Boutique Collection 
Counter-Sinks
and Vanity Sinks



 
MTI’s Counter Revolution

The latest innovation from MTI.

Evolutionary. Revolutionary. On trend. 

Here is a full line of stylish sinks that are fully integrated with counter tops. Their clean, seamless appearance enables them to integrate 
easily with the most elegant of bath designs. And they are completely customizable.

MTI Counter-Sinks are available in a variety of bowl styles and shapes, in single or double bowl layouts. The sink can be positioned in 
the center or offset to the right or left. Depending on the bowl selected, the counter can range in size from 20” to 74” long, with a depth of 
16” to 24”. And the deck height is variable from 1/2” to 6”. MTI Counter-Sinks are compatible with a wide variety of vanities available.

And like all Boutique Collection products, they are constructed in Engineered Solid Stone® for great looks and easy maintenance.
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petra counter-sink 7  bowl size 40” x 13”   model # MTCS-807  
shown in a custom wall-mount application 
with maddux 1 tub (model #161) and floor-mounted high-flow tub filler 
also available in a dual-drain configuration:
petra counter-sink 8  bowl size 40” x 13”   model # MTCS-808 

petra counter-sink 1  bowl size 16” x 14”
model # MTCS-801                                                          
shown in a double bowl configuration  

petra

32

petra counter-sink 3  bowl size 18” x 12”
model # MTCS-803
shown with legs from Palmer Industries                             

petra



petra counter-sink 9  bowl size 13” x 8”
model # MTCS-809
shown in custom wall-mount application         

petra counter-sink 1  bowl size 16” x 14”
model # MTCS-801 
shown in a left-offset bowl configuration                                                               

petra

petra counter-sink 5  bowl size 46” x 12”   model # MTCS-805               
shown with optional teak sink tray

also available in a dual-drain configuration:
petra counter-sink 6  bowl size 46” x 12”   model # MTCS-806 
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petra counter-sink 2  bowl size 15” x 11”
model # MTCS-802                                                                   

petra

petra counter-sink 4  bowl size 20” x 13”
model # MTCS-804                                                                   
shown in a double bowl configuration
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wymara

wymara counter-sink 2  bowl size 33” x 14”
model # MTCS-822                   

wymara counter-sink 1  bowl size 18” x 14”
model # MTCS-821                              

wymara counter-sink 2  bowl size 33” x 14”
model # MTCS-822                                                               
shown in a custom wall-mount application

wymara counter-sink 1  bowl size 18” x 14”
model # MTCS-821
shown in a right-offset bowl configuration                                                        
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alissa

alissa counter-sink  bowl size 19” x 13”
model # MTCS-841
shown with legs from Palmer Industries and one of 3 new edge treatments available 
for counter-sinks. Learn more about these edge treatments at 
mtibaths.com/about-products/sinks/counter-sinks-from-mti                    
                     

alissa counter-sink  bowl size 19” x 13”
model # MTCS-841                                               
shown in a double bowl configuration with backsplash
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halo

halo counter-sink 1  bowl size 14” (round)
model # MTCS-861          
shown in a double bowl configuration                                                              
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petra vanity sink 8  bowl size 40” x 13”
model # MTCS-V808
shown with waterfall-style sides and teak sink trays  
                                  
   
     

halo vanity sink  bowl size 14” (round)
model # MTCS-V861
shown with waterfall-style sides                        

MTI’s Boutique Collection Vanity Sink is 
simplicity itself. The clean, contemporary 
appearance is seamless, with integrated 
counter and sink, and either Parsons-style legs 
or Waterfall-style sides.  

The vanity height is set at 34”, and the depth 
is 18” or 22” depending on the sink bowl 
selected. Vanity sizes range from 24” to 72”. 
Depending on the vanity length, one or two 
sinks may be selected from 12 different styles.

A “floating” shelf is also available in 
four lengths: 24”, 30”, 42” and 48”.
Each size measures 17” (D) x 3” (H).
All are constructed in Engineered 
Solid Stone®.

Vanity Sinks



petra vanity sink 1  bowl size 16” x 14”
model # MTCS-V801
shown with parsons-style legs                 

petra vanity sink 1  bowl size 16” x 14”
model # MTCS-V801
shown with parsons-style legs  
and floating shelf 
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petra wall-mounted vanity sink 2  bowl size 15” x 11”  
model # MTCS-VWM802  
                                  
   

petra wall-mounted vanity sink 9  bowl size 13” x 8”
model # MTCS-VWM809  
                                  
   
     
                        

The efficient use of space is a high priority in 
bathrooms where space is at a premium. These 
cleverly-designed wall-mounted vanity sinks offer 
an ideal solution.

Two models are available. The larger version 
measures 30” long x 15” deep x 15” high; the 
smaller model is 24” long x 12” deep x 12” high. 
Space is provided on the vanity top for faucet-
mounting. However, if a wall-mounted faucet is 
going to be used, bowl placement may be specified 
2” from the side edge to allow more surface area. 

Bowl placement can also be specified either right 
or left, and both models have angled fronts that 
taper in on a slant of approximately 10o toward 
the bottom for design interest and ease of use. 
And a built-in, recessed storage area for towels or 
toiletries is included in the side opposite the bowl. 

Wall-Mounted Vanity Sinks



quadro counter-sink  bowl size 14” x 14”
model # MTCS-881  
designed for bar and prep applications

halo counter-sink 2  bowl size 14” (round)
model # MTCS-862  
designed for bar and prep applications

Engineering Features

halo 

Top material sample shows Boutique Collection 
construction, which is solid through-and-through, 
with no layers, hollow or void areas. Underneath 
is a competitor sample with a gel-coat surface.

MTI Counter-Sinks and Vanity Sinks are elegant in their simplicity and will integrate seamlessly with a broad spectrum of 
bathroom environments. And all are handcrafted in the USA. 

Boutique Collection Vanity Sinks and Counter-Sinks Are Completely Customizable

•  For Vanity sinks, decide on the vanity length you want.
•  For Counter-Sinks, decide on the counter length, depth and height you need.
•  Choose the desired bowl design.
•  Select single or double where applicable.
•  Determine the sink placement left to right and front to back.
•  Add a backsplash and / or sidesplash if desired.
•  Include an integrated overflow if desired.
•  Indicate custom drilling of holes for faucets.
•  Available colors are white and biscuit, in matte or gloss finish.

Standard Features and Benefits of Boutique Collection Vanity Sinks and Counter-Sinks

•  Constructed using MTI’s Engineered Solid Stone material, or “ESS”, a mixture of ground natural minerals and high-
   performance resins that are liquefied, poured and then hardened.
•  The result is molded stone.
•  Approximately 65% of the material is organic, including stone and minerals mined from the earth.
•  Utilizes a “Green” resin of combined renewable bio-derived and / or recycled content.
•  In contrast to some composite material products on the market, MTI Boutique Collection products are solid
   through-and-through, with no layers, hollow or void areas, requiring no type of surface coating.
•  This material is non-porous, stain-, mold- and mildew-resistant, making cleaning and maintenance easy.

Why Boutique Collection Vanity Sinks and Counter-Sinks 
Are the Best Choice

•  Selection of bowl sizes.
•  Customizable like no other. Each is hand made to order.
•  100% solid material; no surface coating.
•  All are made in the USA.
•  MTI Counter-Sinks are compatible with most manufacturers’ vanities.

quadro 
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Carrier arms are available for
wall-mounting Counter-Sinks.

®
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